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Charlie Banana® is the international, luxury brand of modern cloth hybrid diapers and healthy
baby products. Charlie Banana was created out of love for eco friendliness, quality and design.

When it comes to swimming diapers, most of us think about the disposable ones that soak
up the whole pool and contain everything but babies mess. Well, think about those no

more, because Charlie Banana has developed some pretty rad swim diapers, that are not
only fashionable, but they contain your babyʼs messes. They can also function as a

training diaper and since these swim diapers are made to keep messes contained, you do
not have to worry about soaking up the whole pool with it and it allows baby to move freely

and not sag.

I was sent this adorable 2-in-1 Swim Diaper & Training Pants The Fashion Collection
BlackBeary Large. Like I said above most of us remember using the disposable swim

diapers, I know we did with my little sister, and they were so hard to remove, even though
they have the tear tabs. Think of this swim diaper a reusable waterproof swimsuit that is
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super cute and available in multiple prints that will make your little one a fashion superstar
right from the start, at the pool or the beach.

This swim diaper has a waterproof outer layer and a soft organic cotton interior lining that
is so gentle against babyʼs delicate areas.

I also really love how this can duplicate as an ideal training pant any other time of the year
to help with potty training. It is ideal because it has a trim fit, an easy removal and it is truly

absorbent, and NOT plastic!

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Place in a washing pail until ready to wash. Place in washing machine and

select cold or warm wash to a maximum of 40 C/ 104F. Use eco friendly
detergent.Only half of the recommended amount is needed. Do not use fabric
softener or bleach. Hang to dry or place in the dryer,tumble dry on LOW. Do

not iron.

Need help with which size to get? Take a look at Charlie Bananaʼs size chart!
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Check out my comparisons.

CLOTH SWIM DIAPERS
- $12.88

- Can reuse
- Will last for years and many children

- Stylish
- Contains messes

- Allows airflow
- Easy to remove

- Acts as a training pant
- Delicate to babyʼs delicates

DISPOSABLE SWIM DIAPERS
- About $13

- Cannot be reused
- Have an expiration date {its true!}

- Will not last for years, due to the expiration date
- Not very many stylish choices if any

- DO NOT contain messes {talk about dirty water}
- Non-breathable for babyʼs skin

- Hard to remove
- Cannot be used as a training pant

- Rubs baby the wrong way

Not saying that I am partial or anything, but I think that when it comes to my swim diapers,
I will stick with the cloth! After all the baby wants what the baby wants. Hehe.

BLACKBEARY
To Purchase: Visit Charlie Banana and browse their wonderful selection of products that
will help you stay cool with cloth this summer and purchase your very own 2-in-1 Swim

Diaper & Training Pants The Fashion Collection BlackBeary Large for $12.88!

Connect: Feel free to connect with Charlie Banana on their social media sites, such as
Facebook and Twitter to stay up to date with coupons and other news.
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